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We're a modern Army with a need for responsible, motivated people... people to program

computers, analyze blood, repair and maintain aircraft, draw maps, man radios, take photographs,
drive tanks and trucks, repair missiles and radar systems . . . people who are ready to learn and do more.

That makes the Army a good choice for you.

The Army offers you more opportunities for.

SKILL TRAINING TRAVELSCHOOLING
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A medical specialist at work in

an Army hospital.
The world of data processing conies alive
as this young woman practices her

new computer skill.

...more skills to choose from.
You select and qualify; we

guarantee that skill one to
match your talents. Your
interests.

A new country to explore and free-tim- e

to do it for this group of Army buddies.

...more posts around the
world. Whether you ask for
and get a post in another
state or another country
you can have the excitement
of experiencing new places.

Quiet study time at the library.

...more slots for special
school opportunities. You
won't stand still in the Army.
The more you know, the
better it is for you... and
the Army.

...more opportunities to

practice your skill. So there's
more room for advancement.
You polish that skill, gain
more expertise, and move up
...gaining confidence and
pride all the way.

And that's not all. Look at what you get. Good pay and benefits; financial help for
college; and time that's yours to enjoy sports and recreation facilities on and off post. Plus, there's
the challenge to go as far as your abilities will take you. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Use this coupon to find out about Army Opportunities. n
Army Opportunities, 42BBSK"02 1 PC
P.O. Box 300,
North Hollywood, CA 91603
YES. want to know how can get more out ol lite with Army Opportunities tor

skills, jobs and schooling
Please send me the special booklet. "Today s Army."

To find out more about these opportunities
for you in today's Army, contact your local Army
Representative. Look in the Yellow Pages under
"Recruiting.''

To receive a special booklet, "Today's
Army," which gives more details on these and
other benefits. ..use the coupon. Or call this
toll-fre- e phone number:

800-421-44-22

In California, call:

800-252-00- 11

In Alaska, Hawaii, call:

800-423-22- 44
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